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I have had the opportunity in my 27 year career as a home inspector
to work with several people on their quest to be a home inspector.
Two that I worked with before licensing went into effect have been
very successful. Two did not make it through the training process.
One other did but pursued a different career after a few years.
Since licensing went into effect, I have supervised two. One has been
around for a while and is doing just fine and the second just got his
license this year. Watching my newest intern/licensed home inspector
cultivate his business has been very interesting to me. Why? Because
he is the first that I have worked with to use social media as a tool
to spread the word, make contacts and actually grow his business.
During his internship the market was slow and his growth was minimal. But this year it has exploded, all due to his perseverance with
social media, and backing that up with excellent service.
Because of some difficulty with the transferring of our website from
one company to another, I have had to look at our website on a
regular basis over the last two months. As I scanned the find an
inspector list I notice a lot of names that I did not recognize. And just
by attrition, it will change. These two scenarios had strengthened my
feeling regarding the direction that CAHI must travel. We must pursue technology and what it can do for this organization. We need the
newer and younger members to step up and work with the board so
that some day they will take charge and steer the ship. We need the
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Meeting Dates!
November 23th
Agenda TBD

MONTHLY MEETINGS – Details & Info
CAHI’s regular monthly meetings are held at the Best Western located at
201 Washington Ave (RT 5), North Haven. Meetings are free to members.
Most meetings are on the fourth Wednesday of the month from 7-9pm.
Guests are always welcome! Guests may attend 2 free monthly meetings
to experience our presentations, meet our members, and receive a
CE attendance certificate.

December
“No Meeting”

Joining CAHI may be done at anytime of the year through our Membership Page
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Presidents Corner continued
veterans to help guide the new members. It is not that I do not think they cannot do it
themselves. But a little bit of “senior advisement” cannot hurt.
I also believe that if you are a member of this organization and attend our meetings regularly,
you are serious about your craft. I know you are receiving your continuing education credits
and getting good information. I have always been suspect of those who are not members of
an organization, wondering how they get their credits, if they do at all. So, if any of our new
members, interns, fresh licensed inspectors need advice, please do not hesitate to contact me.
At our last meeting, the board decided to look into expanding the reach of our website. We
already have a Facebook page. Please visit the page and like it if you have not already done so.
We also have a Linked In page set to go. We just need to make it public. We also plan to add a
blog to our website and have our web company perform Search Engine Optimization to bring
more traffic to it. Our intention for this is to get more referrals for our members from the site.
I again extend the invitation to anyone who would like to join the board as what we call a committee member to help shape the future of CAHI…you will be more than welcomed. It is your
profession, your organization, your input!
It is time to give thanks for all that we as individuals have, and all that we as a nation have.
While some may think that things are bleak, be thankful that you have the opportunity to
participate in the process. Use your energy, not on despair but on steering things in the right
direction. Have faith! On behalf of the board of CAHI, I wish all of you and your family and
friends a very Happy Thanksgiving.

“The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to be useful, to be honorable,
to be compassionate, to have it make some difference that you have lived
and lived well.”
			
― Ralph Waldo Emerson
Stan
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Troubleshooting
BY GEORGE TSONGAS

Sheathing Damage From Using
Wide, Impermeable Flashing

In cold climates, interior moisture can condense and saturate the sheathing from inside. Wide,
impermeable flashing inhibits the drying that usually happens in the warmer months, and the
wet sheathing is prone to rot. This photo shows a clear line between the rotted sheathing that
was covered with flashing, and the sound sheathing that was able to dry properly.

Photo by George Tsongas

Self-adhered, so-called “peel-and-stick,” flexible
flashing materials are now used commonly throughout the country to prevent water penetration around
exterior windows and doors. These flashings cover the
joint between the window or door frame and the adjacent wall sheathing or WRB. For many years, nonstick, mechanically-attached flexible flashings, such
as asphalt-impregnated kraft paper, have also been
used. Both the non-stick and the self-adhered flashing materials are vapor-impermeable and do not allow
water vapor to pass through them.

J LCON LIN E.COM

TRAPPING MOISTURE
The problem is that using any vapor-impermeable material on the outside of a wall cavity in a cold-weather climate can trap moisture in the OSB or plywood
sheathing behind it and lead to serious mold and decay damage. Here’s how that can happen.
During the winter months, when the air outside
the house is colder than the air inside, warm water-vapor molecules move through the walls toward the cold
via diffusion. In addition, interior air leaks into the
wall cavity through various openings, particularly
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Troubleshooting / Sheathing Damage From Using Wide, Impermeable Flashing

Improperly Air-Sealed Window With Wide, Impermeable Flashing
Jamb details
(plan view)

Winter

Summer
Drywall (with permeable wall finish)

Sheathing (OSB
or plywood)

Drywall

Warm water vapor migrates
towards cooler exterior via
vapor diffusion, condenses
on back of sheathing

WRB
Wide,
flexible flashing
(typically 9" wide)
applied directly
to sheathing
Siding

In warmer months
sheathing dries out
providing the exterior
cladding is vapor
impermeable

King and jack studs

Moisture trapped
behind impermeable
flashing causes
sheathing to rot

Gap stuffed with fiberglass
insulation, allows moist
indoor air into wall cavity
Moisture builds up over winter, saturates
sheathing (especially around poorly air-sealed
windows behind wide, vapor-impermeable
peel-and-stick flashing)

Nailing flange
set in sealant

Window jamb

Nailing flange

Air-Sealed Window With Vapor-Permeable Flashing
Jamb details
(plan view)

Winter

WRB installed first,
wrapped into R.O.
Vaporpermeable flashing
(3" to 4" wide)
applied to WRB

Nailing flange
set in sealant

Summer
Vapor diffusion still
occurs and warm,
moist indoor air
naturally migrates
towards the
cooler exterior

Proper air-sealing reduces the amount
of moisture entering the wall cavity
from around the window

Vapor-permeable
flashing allows
sheathing to dry
completely

Nailing flange

Sheathing
dries out

Window jamb

In the top scenario, interior moisture migrates into the wall cavity and condenses on the sheathing during the winter months,
especially around poorly air-sealed windows. In the summer, sheathing covered with wide, impermable flashing cannot dry
out and the sheathing rots. In the bottom scenario, proper air-sealing minimizes moisture migration in the winter, and narrow,
vapor-permeable flashing allows the sheathing to dry properly in the summer.
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and the moisture content in the sheathing continues to increase
as the seasons cycle.
Winter temperatures are too cold for decay to occur (decay in
wood is optimized at temperatures of 75°F to 90°F and doesn’t happen below 50°F), but when the weather warms the wet sheathing
behind the impermeable flashing, decay fungi can grow and damage the sheathing (see photo, previous page). Such damage occurs
most often on north-facing walls, which are the coldest in winter
and experience the least amount of solar drying in the summer.
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Illustration: Tim Healey

gaps around poorly sealed windows and doors, carrying water vapor with it. The sheathing is the first cold, condensing surface that
this moisture reaches, so it’s where the water vapor condenses.
Over the course of the winter, the moisture content of the wall
sheathing slowly builds up.
Then, in the warmer months, the vapor migration stops, and the
sheathing slowly dries to the outside as the sun warms the walls—if
the exterior cladding is vapor-permeable. But where impermeable
flashing has sealed the outside of the sheathing, it can’t dry out,

Troubleshooting / Sheathing Damage From Using Wide, Impermeable Flashing

SOURCES OF MOISTURE
I’ve examined more than 1,500 wall openings from the outside
looking for failures—during research projects that I’ve directed, as
well as during inspections for court cases where I’ve been called in
as an expert witness. These observations were done in 17 states as
well as in Canada. In my experience, the type of damage I describe
above can occur anywhere that the sheathing becomes cold enough
for condensation to take place, causing the moisture content in the
sheathing to build up.
Condensation of warm, moist interior air is the most common
way for moisture to be introduced into the sheathing behind impermeable flashing. And in most cases, more water vapor moves into and
through walls because of air leakage than diffusion, so poor air-sealing around windows and doors from the interior (which seems to be
rampant in all parts of the country) definitely makes the situation
worse. This is not the only source of moisture, however.
Another way that wall sheathing gets wet is from exposure to
precipitation during construction. Applying impermeable flashing
before the sheathing has dried completely can seal in that moisture
and lead to sheathing damage behind the flashing. Self-adhered
flashing should never be installed over wet sheathing, although it
is often done in the name of maintaining building schedules.
Yet another source of sheathing moisture is water leaking through
improperly detailed flashings and WRBs around window and doors.
As with the other examples, this wet sheathing will not readily dry
out if covered with impermeable flashing material. However, the
primary purpose of the flashing is to prevent the sheathing from
becoming wetted from the outside, so water leaks are not a common
cause of moisture build-up in sheathing behind flashing.
It’s also possible for more than one of these wetting scenarios to
happen at one time, but again, in my experience, the biggest source
of excess moisture in sheathing is from normal vapor diffusion and
exfiltration of warm, moist indoor air. Any external wetting just
makes it easier for the damage to occur.
MISLEADING INSTALLATION ADVICE
Wood decay typically takes many months, and often years, to become visible. And unlike decay caused by water intrusion from
the outside—for which there’s often visual evidence of damage
within the walls—the damage behind impermeable flashing usually isn’t seen unless the wall cavity is opened up, delaying detection even longer.

Many installers think that the
ASTM recommendation also
applies to self-adhered flashing,
so it’s not unusual to see wide,
impermeable flashing materials
used around windows and doors.
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One problem is that the ASTM E 2112 Standard Practice for Installation
of Exterior Windows, Doors and Skylights recommends the use of 9-inchwide flexible flashing around openings. What’s lost in the reading is
that this recommendation is for older, mechanically attached flashings that are no longer widely used and that do not trap moisture as
readily as self-adhered flashing. Many installers, however, think that
the recommendation also applies to self-adhered flashing, so it’s not
unusual to see wide, impermeable flashing materials used around
windows and doors. Ironically, the wider the flashing material, the
greater the sheathing area that’s not allowed to dry properly. When it
comes to window flashing, bigger is not always better.
AVOIDING THE PROBLEM
To minimize the chances of damage occurring from trapped moisture around windows, you should always seal around windows
with the narrowest possible self-adhered flashing. The American
Architectural Manufacturers Association has released an updated
voluntary standard, AAMA 711, that establishes minimum requirements for self-adhered flashing around windows and doors. AAMA
711 specifies a 4-inch minimum width, which puts just over 2 inches
of the flashing on the actual sheathing (or WRB) after it is integrated with the window. Given the concerns expressed in this article,
that 4-inch flashing width should never be exceeded, and the practice
of covering entire walls with impermeable membrane is a surefire
recipe for disaster. The 711 standard also specifies that the flashing
not be applied to surfaces that are damp or wet, advice that is often
not followed when construction occurs in wet weather.
Fortunately, there are numerous flashing products on the market
that are 4 inches wide and a few that are only 3 inches wide. Using
narrow-width flashing greatly reduces the potential for damage to
the sheathing behind it. Furthermore, I think it is best to attach the
flexible flashing to the WRB rather than directly to the sheathing,
except at the head. That way, a thin air gap is maintained between
the flashing and the WRB that allows some lateral drying of the
sheathing behind them.
A better alternative is to seal around windows and doors with one
of the vapor-permeable flashings on the market. Most manufacturers
of these flashings recommend that their materials not be applied to
wet surfaces. Yet another option that is gaining popularity is applying vapor-permeable fluid-applied flashing material, which is troweled onto the surface (see “Fluid-Applied Window Flashing,” Jun/16).
AAMA 714 covers such products and permits installation onto “damp”
but not wet surfaces if the flashing material exhibits a permeability
level of at least 10 perms at the recommended thickness.
Finally, regardless of what is used to seal the outside, contractors
need to properly air-seal walls—especially window and door openings—from the inside. Doing so can minimize interior-moisture migration into the wall cavity and reduce the possibility of sheathing
damage from trapped moisture.
George Tsongas, Ph.D., P.E., is a consulting engineer and building scientist
and professor emeritus of mechanical engineering at Portland State University, Portland, Ore.
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Meet Your BBB:
Some people might find or be surprised to learn that Better Business
Bureau does its own investigations. What would spark one? Your
BBB’s Director
of Legal Affairs and Investigations, Stephen Smith, says a case may
be opened for a variety of reasons.
“One of our accredited businesses may contact us concerning one of
their competitors, we could have a pattern of complaints identified
by our Complaint and Inquiry Consultants, or research a business
that has raised concerns.”

Stephen Smith
Dir. Legal Affairs & Investigations

BBB systems can detect or raise a red flag if there is a pattern of complaints over a given timeframe.
Stephen says we move quickly to protect consumers and businesses’ interests through tight teamwork.
“Our inquiry people keep a tab of what’s going on at any given time. If they see a large number of
complaints filed with BBB about the same company or its principals during a very short period, we
would open an investigation. We attempt to determine if there is some underlying cause for the complaints.
It might be due to a business’s marketplace practices or because it is defrauding consumers.”
BBB investigators work closely with government departments charged with protecting consumers and
pursuing offenders.
“We have two-way communications with the Department of Consumer Protection (DCP), the Office
of the Attorney General and other state and federal agencies,” says Stephen.
Better Business Bureau’s mission is to ensure businesses are competing on a level playing field, and
that consumers are receiving products they paid for in a transparent manner.
Stephen says his work is most satisfying when he is able to help bring closure to consumers who have
been victimized by poor business practices or fraud.
“When we find somebody that’s actually causing issues, if we can come to a fairly reasonably accurate
conclusion concerning those issues, we can then get that notice out to the public and government agencies.”

The article above is from the BBB Newsletter available to BBB Members.
For more information click HERE.
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Preventing Leaks in Tiled Showers
Detail the pan properly before any tile is installed
BY TOM MEEH A N

Photos by Roe Osborn

W

hen I started tiling,we didn’t do our own shower pans—that
job fell to the plumbers.They put down a lead or copper liner
in the framed shower, and then we put in the sloped mud
base. When vinyl membranes came along, the plumbers
could whip through the process quickly—too quickly,actually.
As we put in the mud layer, we often felt chunks of debris under the
membrane that would almost certainly wear through and cause leaks.
On one job, the shower developed a leak, and when I tore out the
tile, I found that a roofing nail had been left under the membrane.The
thin edge of the nail head had sliced through the membrane under
the weight of the mud layer. Not wanting to get into a finger-pointing
session with the plumber, I fixed the problem and ate the expenses.
At that point, I decided to do my own shower pans—start to finish.
Taking over the whole process made sense. Leaks became all but
nonexistent, which meant happy clients and fewer callbacks. But it
also let us control every step of creating a tiled shower. A leakproof
shower starts with the shower pan, but there are other critical steps,
as well—most of which happen before any tile is installed.

J LCON LIN E.COM

A strong floor under a shower pan is crucial, but less so than under
a tiled floor.The 2 inches or so of mud base adds even more rigidity to
the floor of a shower. In new construction, the floors almost always
meet TCA guidelines for deflection; in remodels, I reinforce the floor
framing from underneath the shower if I have any doubts.
I also make sure the wall framing is finished with adequate nailing
for the membrane and the backerboard. The TCA suggests blocking
around the bottom perimeter of the shower to back up the membrane
as the mud layer goes in and to support the bottom edge of the backerboard. But when I use 1/2-inch Durock as backerboard, I find that this
blocking isn’t necessary on my installations.
Lastly, I make sure that the shower drain is permanently installed,
and that all the parts are there.The last thing I need to find out when
I start to install the pan and mud layer is that the plumber has to
remove the drain for some reason, or that I’m missing a part.
Tom Meehan, author of Working with Tile, is a second-generation tile installer
who lives and works in Harwich, Mass.
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PREVENTING LEAKS IN TILED SHOWERS

1

2

3

Pre-pitch the Shower Floor
Tile is not a waterproof surface and neither is a mud base.
Water will eventually make its way to the membrane, which
must be pitched to the low point of the shower. This allows
any moisture to exit through weep holes in the drain assembly
instead of collecting and deteriorating the mud layer.
To add a slope to the floor under the membrane, first spread
a layer of modified thinset on the subfloor to act as a bonding
agent (1). Then spread a layer of dry-pack mortar (four parts

40

sand to one part Portland cement, and enough water so that it
compacts in your hand), pitching it toward the drain at a slope
of about 1/4 inch per foot (2). Pack and screed the mortar to
eliminate flat or hollow spots. Tapered foam panels (installed
before the membrane) can also be purchased to provide the
necessary pitch. The final step before cutting and fitting
the membrane is applying an elastomeric sealant, such as
NobleSealant 150, around the drain assembly (3). This will
create a seal between the membrane and the drain.

OCTOBER 2016 / JLC
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Measure, Cut, and Fit the Membrane
Use a waterproofing membrane specifically meant for
shower floors. For this project, Chloraloy 240 CPE was used,
with a nominal thickness of 40 mil. When measuring the
membrane, be sure there’s enough to go up the walls at least
2 inches above the threshold around the perimeter of the
shower. There also needs to be enough material to wrap over
the top and down the outside face of the threshold.
Place the membrane in the shower with the same overlap
on all sides (4). In the corners, neatly fold the membrane flat

4

5

7

8
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against the framing. Attach the membrane to the framing with
nails, at least 2 inches above the top of the threshold (5).
To connect the membrane to the drain, carefully cut the
membrane from around the drain-assembly bolts, always
cutting toward the middle of the drain (6). Next, cut out the
center of the membrane by letting the knife follow the inside
ring of the drain. Press the membrane into the caulking that
was spread earlier (7). Slip the clamping ring into place and
tighten the bolts incrementally, alternating sides until they
are tight (8).

6
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PREVENTING LEAKS IN TILED SHOWERS

9

10

12

11

Detail the Threshold
The membrane needs to be cut where it transitions from
the vertical plane of the walls to the horizontal plane of
the threshold. This area demands close attention to keep
it waterproof.
The first step is to cut the membrane tight to where the
top of the threshold meets the jamb framing, to allow the
membrane to wrap over the top of the threshold (9). Carefully
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fold the flap inside the shower and attach it to the framing
with a nail 2 inches above the threshold. Nail the membrane
to the outside of the threshold (10), but do not fasten it to
the top or inside of the threshold. Cut an overlapping corner
piece of membrane for each side of the threshold (11). Apply
a generous bead of sealant to the joint underneath (12), then
apply sealant to the overlapping piece and press it into place
to seal the corner.

OCTOBER 2016 / JLC
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Water-Test the Pan
When the membrane is installed and all the joints are
appropriately sealed, insert an expansion plug into the
drain and dump about 10 gallons of water into the shower
pan (13). Let the pan sit filled with water for three to four
hours. Carefully inspect the drain and the floor below the
shower for leaks before proceeding to the next step.

13

Metal Mesh Over the Threshold
Instead of using cement board on the threshold, pre-form
a sleeve of galvanized expanded metal by bending it over
2x4s (14). Hold the wire 1 1/2 inches off the bottom of the
shower pan, with the factory edge (without sharp edges) on
the inside of the pan (15). After slipping the mesh into place,
nail it from the outside only (16), then coat it with thinset (17).

14

15

16

17
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PREVENTING LEAKS IN TILED SHOWERS

18

19

21

22

Lay Down the Mud Base
To keep the weep holes in the drain clear, spread a small
amount of pea stone around the base of the drain (18). Dump
several buckets of dry-pack mortar (the same mix that was
used to create the sloped layer) onto the membrane (19).
Pack the mortar tight to the membrane, especially in the
corners, along the perimeter of the shower, and around the
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drain. Smooth the mixture using a wood float and a steel
floating trowel (20). Be sure the corners of the steel trowel
are rounded to keep them from damaging the membrane (21).
Screed the final surface perfectly flat with no voids. For this
step, a level works well to make sure that the surface of
the mud base is sloped at around 1/4 inch per foot toward
the drain (22).

OCTOBER 2016 / JLC
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Install the Backerboard
Many tile installers put the backerboard on before installing
the mud base, which is acceptable if the board is kept off the
surface of the pan—from which it could wick up moisture
and cause discoloration of the tiles. But this method requires
the installer to step on the membrane, potentially exposing
it to damage.
Instead, wait until after the mud base is installed to
install the backerboard, so that you never have to step on the
membrane. With this method, the board can sit directly on top

23

of the mud layer. Attach the board with 1 1/2 -inch galvanized
roofing nails, keeping all the nails at least 2 inches above the
top of the threshold (23). After the backerboard is nailed in,
seal the corners with a bead of silicone caulk (24). If there are
areas where the tile will overlap onto a finished wall surface—
like the sides of the shower entry on this project—brush on
a liquid waterproofing membrane, such as Hydro Ban (25).
Apply heavy-duty mesh tape to the corners, as well as to the
seams between the boards (26), and spread a coat of thinset
mortar over all the seams before the tile is installed (27).

24

25

26
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How to Protect your Customers and
Business from a Sudden Meltdown
Did you know that more than 40 percent of small and
medium-sized businesses are targeted for a cyber-attack? Do you understand the consequences of having
your computers hacked? Do you have a plan in place
in case hackers bring down your data systems? Are
you to willing to risk everything you have worked so
hard to build?
In nearly every cyber attack, the goal in the majority
of cyber criminal activity is to steal and exploit sensitive data that includes credit
card information, bank account data, or personal identity information.
We have learned over the past two decades that cyber criminals can burrow into
almost any computer, at retail outlets, insurance companies and government
networks, to name a few. Compared to those hacks, getting into your business’s
network is a cinch, and it can pay handsome rewards to criminals.
Your business may be storing personal data in a number of places, giving hackers
information contained in employee applications, checkout forms and customer
databases.
In addition, companies that are breached must alert potential fraud victims. Not
only is it time consuming and expensive to notify your entire customer database,
a cyber attack against your business can easily cause irreparable harm to your
business’s reputation.
What can you do? READ MORE!
The article above is from the BBB Newsletter available to BBB Members.
For more information click HERE.
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The Surprising Reason Why Drones
Cannot Make Deliveries to your Home
We have achieved much of the technology we dreamed
about for decades, with the exception of flying cars. We can
make video telephone calls (Skype), use super computers
(take your pick off of almost any shelf) and enjoy the benefits a wireless technology. Still, one technological achievement that continues to elude dreamers and designers, is
radio-controlled drones delivering packages to your door.
Consumer and commercial drones evolved from the
unmanned military variety. The new generation of drones
are flown for fun, land surveys, photography, filming for
movies and home video, and much more.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has caught up with the technology, issuing rules for drone
operation. This helps keep the skies friendly, reduces the chances of a collision with planes, power lines
and people. Privacy advocates say drones can be invasive even if you just sitting in your back yard. You
may not even hear a drone flying overhead taking photos or video of you and your property.
None of this explains why we will have to wait for delivery-by-drone to become feasible. It has to do with
simple physics. To keep the skies clear of obstructions, collisions and other calamities, the FAA requires all
drone flights to remain within the line of sight the drone’s remote control “pilot.”
For a 30-minute flight, a drone’s overall weight (drone + batteries + payload) must be 20 times that of the
package alone. The batteries’ weight accounts for most of that. In a nutshell, a commercial drone cannot fly
quickly enough to stay within the time limit and remain within line of sight for the entire trip.
This prevents sellers like Amazon Prime from delivering on its plan to use drones to transport a five pound
package to your home in 30 minutes or less.
The problem isn’t about the reliability of drones, it is about limitations of existing technology used to fly
them. When the battery life and motor power are improved, you can expect renewed discussion of drone
delivery.
For now we will have to rely on the post office and delivery companies to get our parcels to our doorsteps.

The article above is from the BBB Newsletter available to BBB Members.
For more information click HERE.
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Recover Residential Greywater
Treatment System
Repurposing shower water for flushing can save up to 30% of water.
The Recover system also detects toilet leaks, thus potentially saving another 13%.
WATCH VIDEO NOW

Recover Residential Greywater Treatment System
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Prevent Carbon Monoxide (CO) Poisoning

Daylight Savings Time ends Sunday, November 6, 2016 . As you prepare to set your clocks backward one hour, remember to check the batteries in your carbon monoxide (CO) detector. If you
don’t have a battery-powered or battery back-up CO alarm, now is a great time to buy one. At least
430 people die each year in the United States from unintentional, non-fire related CO poisoning.
CO is found in fumes produced by furnaces, vehicles, portable generators, stoves, lanterns,
gas ranges, or burning charcoal or wood. CO from these sources can build up in enclosed or
partially enclosed spaces. People and animals in these spaces can be poisoned and can die
from breathing CO.
When power outages occur during emergencies such as hurricanes or winter storms, the use
of alternative sources of power for heating, cooling, or cooking can cause CO to build up in a
home, garage, or camper and to poison the people and animals inside.
Install a battery-operated or battery back-up CO detector in your home and check the batteries
when you set your clocks backward one hour.
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You Can Prevent Carbon Monoxide Exposure
Do
   •  Have your heating system, water heater and any other gas, oil, or coal burning appliances serviced by a qualified technician every year.
   •  Install a battery-operated or battery back-up CO detector in your home and check or replace
the battery when you change the time on your clocks each spring and fall.
   •  Leave your home immediately and call 911 if your CO detector ever sounds. Seek prompt
medical attention if you suspect CO poisoning and are feeling dizzy, light-headed, or nauseated.
Don’t
   •  Run a car or truck inside a garage attached to your house, even if you leave the door open.
   •  Burn anything in a stove or fireplace that isn’t vented.
   •  Heat your house with a gas oven.
   •  Use a generator, charcoal grill, camp stove, or other gasoline or charcoal-burning device inside
your home, basement, or garage or outside less than 20 feet from a window, door, or vent.
CO poisoning is entirely preventable. You can protect yourself and your family by acting wisely in
case of a power outage and learning the symptoms of CO poisoning.
For more information, please visit www.cdc.gov/co .

Install a battery-operated or battery
back-up CO detector in your home and
check the batteries when you set your
clocks backward one hour.
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8 Tips to Find the Best Home Inspector
			
			

Reading reviews and checking references will help you
inspect the person inspecting the home you want to buy.

			

By Teresa Mears | Contributor - March 20, 2015

Home inspector explaining damage and repairs to homeowner.
Home inspections are most valuable if buyers stay the whole time,
which is usually two to four hours.
(GETTY IMAGES)

Before you buy a home, it’s always a good idea to get a professional home inspection. In most cases, you
can make your purchase contract contingent on a satisfactory inspection. That means if you don’t like the
inspection results, you can cancel the contract, get your deposit back and walk away from the deal. Or you
can negotiate with the seller to cut the price or make repairs to problem areas uncovered during the inspection.
Even if the results of the inspection mean you agree to accept the house as-is at the contract price, a good
home inspection can give you valuable insights into the property you’re buying and help you plan for future
maintenance and repairs.
“One thing the inspector won’t tell you is whether you should buy the house or not,” says Reuben Saltzman,
co-owner and president of Structure Tech Home Inspections in Minneapolis. But a good inspection should
give you enough information that you can make an educated decision on your own.
To get the most from your home inspection, plan to be present the entire time, which usually lasts two to
four hours, depending on the size of the home, its condition and how many questions you ask.
“There are a lot of things you want to ask at the time of the inspection,” says Nick Gromicko, founder of
the International Association of Certified Home Inspectors. “If you get bored, you can always measure the
windows for curtains.”
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A home inspector is unlikely to give you specific estimates for repairs, but he or she can usually give you
advice on whether a needed repair will be a large or a small job.
In most areas, a home inspection costs $300 to $600, which varies by individual pricing as well as the size
and age of the house. And that doesn’t include specialized inspections. Depending on the house and where
you live, you may also need inspections for radon, mold, septic systems, foundations, wood-destroying
organisms or hurricane readiness. Those are likely to cost extra. Sometimes a home inspector can do those
inspections for an additional fee, but other times he or she will recommend you hire a specialized inspector.
Before you hire an inspector, ask how long after the inspection it will take to get the report. Some inspectors
give you the report on the spot, though that could require hanging around while the inspector writes it up,
and others email it within a day or two. The timing is important because most contracts include an inspection deadline.
Your real estate agent is likely to give you the names of one or more home inspectors, and that’s a good
place to start. Call and interview those inspectors, look at their websites and check out their reviews on
Angie’s List, Yelp and Google. Mortgage professionals and friends and colleagues who recently bought
homes are other good sources of recommendations.
The American Society of Home Inspectors, which has training requirements for its members and a
professional code of ethics, lets you search for an inspector by geography on its website. Members of the
nonprofit organization have to pass an exam and do continuing education to retain their membership. The
National Association of Home Inspectors has similar requirements and an online search function.
InterNACHI, whose members also have to pass an exam and adhere to professional standards, provides free
online continuing education courses for inspectors, several helpful booklets for homeowners and operates an
online forum where consumers can ask questions. The organization also provides online referrals to member
inspectors.

Here are eight ways to find the best inspector, plus get the most out of your home inspection:
Choose an inspector who wants you around during the entire inspection.
“We recommend bringing the clients there during the inspection every single time from start to finish,”
Saltzman says, rather than just showing up for the report at the end. “I don’t think the clients get as much
out of the inspection if they do it that way.”
Ask for a sample report.
“Any great home inspector should have their home inspection reports displayed on a website,” Saltzman
says. See if the reports are clearly written and how they are formatted. Saltzman says a good report should
identify the defect, explain why it matters and suggest what should be done to fix it. All good reports also
include photos.
Read reviews on Angie’s List, Yelp and Google.
You can ask inspectors for references and call past clients. But you should also read online reviews that the
inspector doesn’t control to ensure accuracy.
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Ask if the inspector is a member of ASHI, NAHI, InterNACHI
or any other professional inspectors group.
Choosing an inspector who belongs to a professional organization isn’t a guarantee of quality, but it does
indicate a degree of professionalism and training.
Ask about experience and certifications. How long has the inspector been in business? How many inspections has he or she done? Has he or she taken specialized courses? Make sure you hire someone who does
inspections full time rather than as a side job.
Ask what won’t be included and how to find out the condition of those items.
In colder climates, for example, the roof, deck, patio, driveway and other exterior features can’t be inspected
when they are covered with snow.
Get copies of license and insurance documents.
Many, though not all, states require home inspectors to be licensed. Some municipalities may also require
licensing. A qualified home inspector will provide copies of his or her license and proof of insurance.
Ask if the inspector can do ancillary inspections.
If your home has a septic system, for example, or if foundation problems are common in your area, ask
ahead of time if the inspector can do those inspections and if there will be an extra fee.

			Teresa Mears CONTRIBUTOR

			Teresa Mears writes about personal finance, real estate and retirement for U.S. News
and other publications. She’s also written for MSN Money, The Miami Herald, The
New York Times and The Boston Globe. She publishes
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What to do when a Recall is Imminent.

(What you should know about the Samsung Top Loading Washing Machines Now)
Seven Years Ago we launched our most popular and innovative product - RecallChek. Since that time we have, with

the help of the best inspectors in the world and in every major market, initiated free repairs for consumers that tally in the
tens of millions of dollars (not to mention any potential property damage or harm to persons). To this day, RecallChek
is still the only audited, accurate, and automated system that allows inspectors to simply snap photos of model plates
on their cell phones and deliver on the promise to their clients to check for recalls...with ease. It’s simple, it’s easy, it’s
integrated with everything, and it’s free (of course the repairs are free as well and agents love it). A RecallChek report is
delivered and protects homeowners on around 20% of real estate transactions through North America.
Consumer Product Recalls, in their simplest form, are non-transportation, non-food, non-medical products that can cause
harm to persons or property and under the laws of both the U.S. and Canada any recalled product must be fixed for the
consumer completely free. We have a call center for handling requests and questions from inspectors and homeowners
alike that gets thousands of calls each and every month- and while this month is no exception, there is definitely one call
we are getting quite a bit that isn’t so simple to explain:

The (Upcoming) Recall of the Samsung Top Loading Washing Machine
Here’s what you need to know:
Even though many of our inspectors load every appliance including washing machines, there are many that don’t...but
clients have the option of updating their list at any time (and they do). Pretty much regardless of whether it was entered
or not, if your client sees this upcoming recall on the news they may ask questions like “Is this recalled?” or “Should I
wait to close until this is repaired?”
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PLEASE PASS THIS INFORMATION ON TO YOUR CLIENTS AND AGENTS!!!
- T
 hese units will be recalled at some point, and when that occurs a free repair will be available. They have not
officially been recalled at this point and therefore are not technically “Recalled”.
- I f the unit was entered into RecallChek (either by the inspector or the client), your clients will see a “Pending Recall”
notice that explains the issue. They will automatically receive notification when the repair is available.
- This issue affects not just Samsung branded machines, but also Kenmore machines manufactured by Samsung.
- These units, while qualifying for a recall, have not resulted in any injuries to date we are aware of.
- C
 lients should absolutely close on the home without this issue affected any contingencies. (This could be said
for any of the recalls we report on candidly)
- I t is recommended that until the Recall is fixed that a lower speed delicate cycle is utilized when washing bedding,
bulky, or water-resistant materials to lessen the risk of property damage.
While it is fairly rare for a recall to come with warning like this, it does happen. Depending on how heavy the news
cycle is, at times it will get national air time and our phones ring as a result. Our call center has been briefed on this
issue and will handle any client concerns that come up and we are in contact with the manufacturer to ensure we get
any updates even prior to the recall being officially announced.
Thank you for reading and helping in informing home buyers and don’t forget for the safety and convenience of home
buyers everywhere...Always use a Certified Inspection Expert! (Click on Video to Learn Why)

Sincerely,
The Inspector Services Group Team
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Articles published in CAHI Monthly are
the sole opinion of the author. CAHI
does not endorse or state a position for
or against the content of said articles.
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